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The Benefits
Connectivity
The igeacom patient unit not only provides connectivity, it provides real-time
connectivity. Patients can reach staff immediately and at any time. Staff
can easily reach each other and respond to patients’ needs, instantly and
effectively, from anywhere in the facility.

Productivity and Functionality
Quality of care is not the only thing that improves with the igeacom. So does
the bottom line:

Staff productivity increases with enhanced connectivity.

Nurses and care providers are able to prioritize calls and manage responses
more efficiently.

Software applications enable detailed patient activity plus automatic reporting
on calls and response times to provide total accountability for staff.

Staffing models can be created that reflect actual patient needs and call
activity cycles to improve efficiencies.

Our integrated PBX nurse call allows facilities to provide telephone services
to patient beds.

Full audio connectivity between patient and staff demonstrates superior
customer service along with enhanced security and quality of care.

Remote administration programming changes are possible with the IgeaCare
solution.

Intuitive operational functionality reduces the need for specialized training
and its associated costs.

Our solution can be tailored to optimize your workflow needs.

The IgeaCare solution can use existing cabling, reducing system installation
costs considerably.

Software applications allow for content to be pushed to digital signage
including wireless or networked displays.

Communication capabilities are expanded by using our nurse call solution for
all your communication needs within the facility.

Building technologies that combine all your
communication needs into one unified system



Utilizing the igeacom patient unit and its wired and/or wireless devices allows
us to bring you the world’s first line-powered PBX-based nurse call solution.

Our solution provides unsurpassed reliability through telephony-based

technology. This enables total connectivity. The igeacom patient unit is designed to
seamlessly integrate with a Private Branch eXchange Server and any private wireless

telephone network and/or pocket paging system.

The IgeaCare solution provides unprecedented
dual redundancy and 5 nines reliability. The
requirements of an individual facility will
determine the scalability and scope of the total
solution. Patient and administrative telephone
services and emergency event notification
co-exist on a unified platform, and keep
everyone within a facility connected at all times.

Peripherals are seamlessly integrated and
enhance connectivity. Wired and wireless pull
stations can be installed in bathrooms and/or
care areas and provide instant notification.
Additional call points can be easily added to the
IgeaCare solution due to its flexibility and
scalability. Experience the difference of a truly
unified system that works for you, your staff and
your patients.

Patient to staff. Staff to staff.
Staff to patient.Total connectivity.
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Key features of the igeacom 600/700:

Endless flexibility in initial and redirection of a nurse-emergency call.

Built-in escalation to any telephone(s) both inside and outside the
facility.

Multiple call points.

Water resistant traditional hard-wired pull cords, push button
call cords, and dome lights.

Multi-color dome lights with trigger customization.

Programmable software allows you to toggle on/off to
all features and functions.

Instant two-way speech between patient and
nurse/aid.

Each device can be programmed to meet
the special care needs of a particular
patient.

Staff Assistance and Code Blue Call
Functions with escalation.

Nurse IN and OUT functions.

Devices can prioritize emergency calls
based on call point.

Can easily be upgraded to include
IgeaCare wireless components.

The igeacom 600/700 series patient unit, call
cord hard-wired or wireless pulls cords, and
dome light work together to provide total in-room
monitoring. The igeacom patient unit features
include: staff assist, code blue, nurse in/out,
cancellation at the point of origin, cord out
supervision, pillow speaker ready, hospital
grade bed integration, traditional & specialty
call cord capabilities, bed exit readiness, and
connectivity to hard-wired or wireless pull
stations.

Built-in, individual call point escalation with
programmable response parameters, call point
priority and flexible dome light schemes ensure
that no call goes unanswered. Integrated
station battery back-up further enables
constant connectivity. Group paging enabled
units (igeacom 601/701 patient unit) eliminate
the need for independent overhead paging
systems. Our broadcast paging solution allows
paging to segregated zones and can be
designed to page specific rooms.
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